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Abstract

Vowels are longer before sonorants and voiced obstruents than before voiceless obstruents. This pattern is found in many languages and by some is argued to be universal. In some languages it has been phonologized and gives rise to alternations. Three cases are examined: Western Slavic, English and German. In all cases, I argue that the mechanism which modifies vowel duration in a voiced context is phonetic in kind (not phonological), and involves voice-induced lengthening, rather than so-called ‘pre-fortis clipping’. Phonetic length can be phonologized by its inscription into the lexical recording of morphemes. Phonological processes such as (Canadian) raising in English or oo > uu raising in Western Slavic may then take this lexical length as an input. This analysis allows us to keep spontaneous and non-spontaneous voicing truly separate: voicing in sonorants and vowels is never phonologically active, its spreading can only occur in the phonetics (‘passive voicing’ in Laryngeal Realism). A strong argument in favour of this view is the fact that cross-linguistically sonorants appear to always be among the triggers of voice-induced vowel lengthening: there are no cases where vowels lengthen before voiced obstruents, but not before sonorants. This is predicted if lengthening is phonetic, but unexpected if it were phonological: the phonologically active voicing of obstruents should at least sometimes be the only trigger.

1 Phonological specification of voicing in sonorants and vowels?

So-called Cracow voicing (or Cracow-Poznań voicing) is a well-studied phenomenon (Bethin 1984, 1992, Gussmann 1992, Rubach 1996, Cyran 2011, 2012, 2014) whereby word-final voiceless obstruents (as in jak 'how') are voiced when the following word begins with a voiced obstruent (ja[g] dobrze 'how well'), a sonorant (ja[g] możesz 'how can you') or a vowel (ja[g] oni 'how they').

This is unexpected given the distinction between spontaneous voicing (in sonorants and vowels) and non-spontaneous voicing (in obstruents) (Chomsky & Halle 1968, 300f): the non-phonological
character of voicing in sonorants and vowels, as opposed to phonologically controlled voicing in obstruents, sits on a solid empirical record that is consensual in all phonological quarters. For example, sonorants and vowels do not undergo final devoicing because their voicing is phonologically irrelevant, while the voicing of obstruents is subject to manipulation by phonological processes. Hence sonorants and vowels should be unable to transmit their voicing to obstruents — which they do, however, in Cracow voicing.

The Cracow voicing pattern is not isolated: it occurs in a number of other languages (always in external sandhi) such as Catalan (Wheeler 1986, Bermúdez-Otero 2006), West Flemish (De Schutter & Taeldeman 1986), Breton (Krämer 2000) and Durham English (Gussenhoven & Jacobs 2011: 196). Beyond this specific pattern, cases where sonorants (and vowels) appear to have phonologically active voicing are documented by, among others, Rice & Avery (1989), Piggott (1992), Rice (1993), Avery & Idsardi (2001) and Clements & Osu (2002, 338). Botma (2011) provides a comprehensive overview of the issues at hand.

The standard analysis (on which more in section 2 below) introduces the voicing of sonorants and vowels into the phonological representation of these segments, and then allows for it to be subject to phonological computation. In what follows, it is first recalled that there is an alternative analysis, due to Cyran (2014) and based on Laryngeal Realism, whereby the transmission of voicing does not occur in the phonology but is phonetic in kind. On this view sonorants and vowels are never phonologically specified for voice. In a second step, a different phenomenon is introduced where like in Cracow voicing the voicing of sonorants has phonological consequences, although it is not transmitted to obstruents: vowel lengthening before voiced obstruents and sonorants. This pattern is illustrated by a case found in Western Slavic which has the peculiarity that vowels are lengthened by following sonorants and voiced obstruents only if these are word-final. Remnants of this process are the o-u alternations in Polish and Czech (nóż / nůž [nuʃ] ~ nož-e / nož-e [noʒe] 'knife Nsg, Gsg') and nasal vowel alternations in Polish (zqęb [zəmp] ~ zęb-u [zɛmbu] 'tooth Nsg, Gsg').

I show that the alternations found in the modern languages are erratic in the sense that they concern only an arbitrarily defined subset

---

1 The distinction is also at the origin of the largely consensual idea that the 'natural' (or unmarked) state of sonorants and vowels is to be voiced, while the archetypical obstruent is voiceless. This view is also supported by evidence from first language acquisition: children acquire voiceless before voiced obstruents (e.g. Major & Faudree 1996, 71).
of the words that qualify in terms of their phonological properties (and also, conversely, words which lack these properties do alternate). Given this picture, the oldest record of the two languages at hand, Old Polish and Old Czech, is examined: albeit to a lesser extent, it shows the same lexical idiosyncrasy.

The question then is whether there was a diachronic stage where the alternations were regular: this could have been the case sometime between the onset of dialectalization of Common Slavic and Old Polish / Old Czech. The area where traces of voice-induced vowel lengthening are recorded goes beyond these two languages, or Western Slavic: it concerns an ill-defined Western area of the Slavic territory (including the westernmost languages of South Slavic, Slovenian and Serbo-Croatian) that transcends standard classification (see section 4.1). The alternations are irregular in all languages for which we have written records.

I argue below that there was no diachronic stage where the alternations at hand were regular as a phonological process. Rather, regularity was only ever phonetic, and the written record does not indicate phonetic lengthening. Spelling only reacts when phonetic variation is phonologized and produces category-changing, i.e., phonemic alternations. This occurred at the latest when phonetic length was converted into vowel height in Western Slavic: long oo was raised to uu (but short o remained unchanged), and in Polish short a was fronted to e (while long a was not modified).

Following this scenario, the original phonetic trigger was carried into phonology through the phonologization of phonetic length in the lexical entries of individual lexical items, rather than by devising a phonological process \( o \rightarrow u / _{-C_{\text{voice}}} \). Such a process, I contend, was never present in the synchronic phonological computation of any diachronic stage. That is, the conversion of gradient phonetics into modifications of discrete units occurred only in the lexicon. This is the source of the arbitrary lexical coverage: lexical conversion does not follow any rule. The alternations, once phonological in kind, are then (synchronically) managed by allomorphy (or maybe suppletion) within inflectional paradigms. Given modern Polish \( rzqd \sim rz\d_{-u} \) ‘row Nsg, Gsg’ and \( rzqd \sim rz\d_{-u} \) ‘government Nsg, Gsg’, two allomorphs are stored for ‘row’, /rz\d/, and /rz\d_{-}/, while only one stem form is devised

\[2\] The following abbreviations are used in this paper: Nsg = nominative singular, Asg = Accusative singular, Gsg = genitive singular, Lsg = locative singular, Isg = instrumental singular, Gpl = genitive plural, Dpl = dative plural, masc. = masculine, fem. = feminine, neut. = neuter, poss. = possessive, pres. = present tense, pret. = preterite, part. = participle.
for ‘government’, \(/\text{rz\d}d/\). In the case of ‘row’, \(/\text{rz\d}d/\) is selected in Nsg and Asg. \(/\text{rz\d}d/\) elsewhere. In Old Polish and Old Czech where the alternations were slightly more regular but just as unpredictable, the same allomorphic (or suppletive) workings were in place.

The workings proposed thus represent a case where a step in the life cycle of phonological processes is skipped: instead of going through a stage where the alternation is managed by phonological computation, it moves directly from the phonetics into the lexicon.

Finally, the extra condition concerning the right word edge that is found in the Western Slavic pattern looks like a truly phonological factor. How could vowel lengthening be phonetic in these circumstances, i.e. when it occurs only before word-final (voiced) consonants? It turns out that this pattern may also be produced by the phonetics: in English, \(V_x\) in \(CV_xC\#\) is significantly longer in duration than it is in \(CV_xCV\#\) (Klatt 1973).

On a more general note, the article concludes that it does not make sense to duplicate in the phonology what phonetics provides for anyway. Vowel lengthening before voiced obstruents and sonorants occurs in many languages: it is well documented in the phonetic literature and possibly universal (Chen 1970, Delattre 1962, Maddieson 1996, 164f, 1999). If this process were ever due to phonological computation, one would expect it to have implementations where only voiced obstruents, but not sonorants, produce the effect. This should actually be the default case given what we know about obstruent and sonorant voicing. It appears that this pattern is absent from the empirical record, however. This makes a strong argument against the ability of voiced obstruents (and of course also of sonorants) to determine vowel length through phonological computation.

The roadmap is as follows. Section 2 introduces the standard view assuming that sonorant voicing may be represented in phonological representation and manipulated by phonological computation. In section 3, this option is contrasted with the alternative entertained in Laryngeal Realism where voice transmission occurs in the phonetics (passive voicing). Section 4 looks at the Western Slavic alternation in both diachronic and synchronic detail, and section 5 discusses a parallel case found in German strong verbs. The well-known English pattern of voice-induced vowel lengthening is introduced in section 6, followed by a perspective on phonologization that skips the stage where the pattern is managed by phonological computation. Finally, concluding remarks in section 8 make the point that all cases in the large record of voice-induced vowel lengthening appear to be triggered by both voiced obstruents and sonorants (no cases where only the former are triggers seem to be on record).
2 Obstruents voiced by sonorants and vowels in the phonology

The standard way of expressing the phonological relevance of voicing in sonorants and vowels is laid out in Rice (1993): there are two distinct (phonological) primes, [voice] and [sonorant voice]. The former is found only in obstruents, while the latter is present in sonorants and vowels as well as in certain obstruents — in those, precisely, whose voicing interacts with sonorants and vowels. Rice (1993) coined the term sonorant obstruent for these. Voicing in sonorants and vowels can then be transmitted to (sonorant) obstruents simply by spreading [sonorant voice]. There is also an Element-based version of this take: Botma (2004, 56f) argues that L is the head in sonorants, but only an operator in sonorant obstruents (also Botma & Smith 2006). Honeybone (2002, 232, 2005) also uses unary primes but happily implements laryngeal specifications into sonorants (which are then spread onto obstruents).

Another way of making both types of voicing distinct in principle but combinable in the phonology when needed is proposed by Itô & Mester (1986, 59f). In their account, there is only one feature [±voice]. Redundant values of this feature are absent lexically and only come into being at the end of the derivation by default-filling. Since [+voice] is redundant for sonorants, it is absent until the end of the derivation and therefore cannot be spread to obstruents. Obstruents on the other hand are unspecified for [–voice], which is only filled in by default when no voice value is present at the end of the derivation. This makes spontaneous and non-spontaneous voicing waterproof (only obstruents are lexically specified for [voice]), but modifying the stage in the derivation (in a rule-ordering environment) where default filling of redundant features occurs will allow for both worlds to interact. Hence if [+voice] is filled into sonorants before the end of the derivation and a voice assimilation rule applies after that, the voicing of sonorants will be able to spread to obstruents. Default filling of [+voice] into sonorants is also an ingredient of Bethin's (1992) and Rubach's (1996) analyses of Cracow voicing.

These approaches uphold the distinction between spontaneous and non-spontaneous voicing in one way or another (distinct features, lexical presence vs. absence of a feature), but allow for sonorants and vowels to be phonologically specified for voicing, and this voicing then undergoes phonological computation. In other words, there are two types of voicing which in principle both qualify for participating in phonological computation but usually do not mix. On some occasions, though, they do.
3 Obstruents voiced by sonorants and vowels in the phonetics: Laryngeal Realism, modular spell-out

An alternative view is expressed by Cyran (2011, 2012, 2014) and Scheer (2015a,b): sonorants and vowels never bear any phonological specification for voicing, and their voicing is never taken into account by phonological computation. Since they do impact on obstruents, however, the communication with other segments can only be phonetic in kind: at the phonetic level there is only one type of voicing (voicing of obstruents, sonorants and vowels is the same), and hence sonorant/vowel voicing can influence obstruents.

The difference between phonetic and phonological voicing has been central since the 90s when it was understood that there are two types of laryngeal systems: one where voiced obstruents are phonologically specified as such (while voiceless obstruents have no phonological specification), another where voiceless obstruents bear a phonological instruction to be voiceless (while voiced obstruents are phonologically unspecified for voicing). This insight is known as Laryngeal Realism (Harris 1994, Iverson & Salmons 1995, Avery & Idsardi 2001, Honeybone 2002, 2005, Ringen & Kulikov 2012): it requires two distinct and privative (i.e. non-binary) primes responsible for voicing, [voice] and [spread glottis] in feature systems, L and H when unary primes are used. L/[voice] provide a phonological instruction for voicing, while H/[spread glottis] impose phonologically controlled voicelessness. In two-way laryngeal systems, then, only one prime is used: voicing languages such as Romance and Slavic only have L/[voice], while in (so-called) aspiration languages such as Germanic only H/[spread glottis] occurs.

In both systems, the category that has no phonological specification for laryngeal behaviour is called neutral, transcribed here as C°. Hence voicing languages oppose C:\[voice\] : C°, while aspiration languages contrast C:\[spread glottis\] : C°. While the pronunciation of the actively specified categories C:\[voice\] and C:\[spread glottis\] is commanded by the phonology and hence does not vary, the voicing of the neutral consonants C°, escaping phonological control, is a matter of contextual and/or systemic properties. Languages using H/[spread glottis] are called aspiration languages since often C:\[spread glottis\] is not only pronounced voiceless, but also aspirated. This then allows C° to not take on any contextual voicing, and the result is a language like

3 The neogrammarians already were aware of this fact: Sievers (1901: §181) writes that “on the other hand it needs to be admitted that there are languages that oppose voiceless sounds of different strength. The Swiss for example distinguish the syllables pa and ba, ta and da based on a stronger pressure on p,t, which is weaker on b,d. But both types of sounds are voiceless.” For more detail see Scheer & Ségéral (2016).
Danish (or the Swiss variety described by Sievers in note 3) where the surface contrast is between voiceless aspirated (C\textsuperscript{H}) and voiceless non-aspirated (C\textsuperscript{0}) obstruents. In other systems C\textsuperscript{H} may be spelt out without aspiration, a fact that forces C\textsuperscript{0} to take on some voicing from the phonetic environment in order for the two series to be distinct on the surface. Since this voicing comes from the phonetic environment and is not controlled by the phonology, it is called passive voicing. Aspiration and passive voicing in individual H/[spread glottis] languages may also be contextually distributed: in English for example, C\textsuperscript{H} is aspirated word-initially and before stressed vowels, but unaspirated elsewhere. This gives leeway for word-initial C\textsuperscript{0} to be more or less passively voiced, while C\textsuperscript{0} needs to be passively voiced in contexts where C\textsuperscript{H} is nonaspirated in order to guarantee a surface distinction. This produces a situation where word-initial C\textsuperscript{0}'s are voiced to different extents across dialects.

Laryngeal Realism shows two things that are relevant for the analysis of cases where the voicing of sonorants and vowels interacts with other segments.

(1) Consequences of Laryngeal Realism
a. there is a language-specific, idiosyncratic and unpredictable relationship between phonological categories and the way they appear on the surface (C\textsuperscript{H} may or may not be pronounced as aspirated)
b. the phonetic voicing of obstruents may be phonological (C\textsuperscript{L} in L/[voice] languages) or passive (i.e., phonetic, in H/[spread glottis] languages) in kind; when passively voiced, obstruents do receive voicing from sonorants and vowels, but this transmission occurs in the phonetics and has nothing to do with phonology

(1a) is called phonetic interpretation in Government Phonology (Harris & Lindsey 1995, 46ff, Harris 1996, Gussmann 2007, 25ff). Phonetic interpretation is the idea that sound patterns may not only be due to phonological and phonetic regularities, but also to a list-type relationship that relates phonological and phonetic categories upon conversion of the former into the latter. For example, the classical analysis of the fact that in Polish some e's palatalize (Lsg -e as in lot ~ loci-e 'flight Nsg ~ Lsg') while others do not (lsg -em as in lot ~ lot-em 'flight Nsg ~ lsg') is phonological. That is, the -e of the lsg morpheme is front on the surface, but not underlyingly (Rubach 1984): the morpheme identifies as /-m/ lexically and therefore does not cause palatalization. It is turned into /-em/ by a (context-free) phonological
rule at the appropriate derivational stage, i.e., after palatalization has applied.

Instead of having the job done by phonological computation, the phenomenon may also be viewed as purely interpretational: like Rubach, Gussmann (2007, 56ff) holds that there are two distinct items in Polish that appear as [ɛ] on the surface, palatalizing ɪ-A that occurs in Lsg and non-palatalizing _-ɪ-A that is found in Lsg (heads are underscored and ‘.’ is an empty head). These are distinct in the lexicon and remain unaltered during phonological computation. Phonetic interpretation then converts the output of phonology into phonetic objects. The conversion works like in a multi-lingual dictionary (because phonological and phonetic items belong to two distinct sets of vocabulary, just like words of two distinct languages): it is unpredictable (there is no reason why, say, English table has the Polish equivalent stół rather than dom) and thus conventional and arbitrary. Equivalences are language-specific and thus part of the systemic settings of each language (in the structuralist sense). They are stored in long-term memory and must therefore be learned in the same way as inventories. The specific Polish convention is that the two phonological objects ɪ-A and _-ɪ-A are spelt out as the same phonetic object [ɛ] — in other words, the phonological contrast is neutralized in pronunciation. On this analysis, the neutralization of the lexical contrast (/ɛ/ vs. /ɤ/ for Rubach, ɪ-A vs. _-ɪ-A for Gussmann) is not enacted by phonological activity: phonology does not know (or care) how the items it manipulates end up being pronounced. Rather, the neutralization is interpretational in kind, i.e., it occurs post-phonologically when phonological vocabulary is converted into phonetic items.

In a modern modular environment where the same interface mechanisms govern the conversion of morpho-syntactic into phonological vocabulary (upper interface) and the translation of phonological into phonetic items (lower interface), phonetic interpretation is a spell-out operation (just like the conversion of, say, ‘past tense’ into -ed in English is due to spell-out). The modular perspective holds that the conversion (at both interfaces) involves the same matching of lists (‘past tense’ ↔ -ed, ɪ-A ↔ [ɛ]), and hence is non-computational. As a consequence, the match of phonological and phonetic items is arbitrary (Boersma 1998, Hamann 2011, 2014). This modularity-based take on the phonology-phonetics interface is discussed in Scheer (2014).
4 Western Slavic vowel lengthening before sonorants and voiced obstruents

4.1 Old Czech and Old Polish

When word-final yers were lost, languages in the Western area of the Slavic territory lengthened the preceding vowel. Vowel lengthening is recorded for Western Slavic (except for Lower Sorbian) as well as the westernmost languages of South Slavic (Serbo-Croatian and Slovenian). Given that the process seems to relocate the vocalic unit that disappears on the preceding vowel by making it long, it is traditionally described as compensatory lengthening. The process in its various guises, its geographic extension and possible restrictions to a subset of vowels is described e.g. in Bethin (1998, 96ff), Timberlake (1983a,b), Kavitskaya (2002, 119ff), Shevelov (1964, 447f), Carlton (1991, 215ff), Vondrák (1924, 309-320), Rospond (1979, 65ff), Steiber (1973, §§38-43) and Sanders (2003, 57ff). In all languages where it occurs lengthening is irregular, covering only an unpredictable subset of the words that offer the triggering context. Sometimes also words that should not undergo the process do display lengthening. This is true for all diachronic stages of the languages at hand, including the oldest record available. Given its geographical extent, lengthening is assumed to have occurred in late Common Slavic (CS).

Some illustration is provided under (2) below, where the Nsg marker of masculines is used: the loss of CS -ъ produces length on the preceding vowel (in Old Czech and Old Polish length is marked by an acute accent), while markers such as Gsg were regular vowels in CS that were not lost and hence did not trigger any modification.

(2) Slavic: vowel lengthening after the loss of final yers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CS</th>
<th>Nsg</th>
<th>Gsg</th>
<th>Nsg</th>
<th>Gsg</th>
<th>Nsg</th>
<th>Gsg</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dol-ъ</td>
<td>dol-u</td>
<td>bog-ъ</td>
<td>bog-a</td>
<td>most-ъ</td>
<td>most-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a. Old Polish</td>
<td>dół</td>
<td>dol-u</td>
<td>bog-ъ</td>
<td>bog-a</td>
<td>most</td>
<td>most-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. Old Czech</td>
<td>dól</td>
<td>dol-u</td>
<td>bóh</td>
<td>boh-a</td>
<td>most</td>
<td>most-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. Serbo-Croatian</td>
<td>bôg</td>
<td>bôg-a</td>
<td>móst</td>
<td>môst-a</td>
<td>'dale, valley'</td>
<td>'God'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is unclear, though, whether there is really a causal relation between the dropping of final yers and the lengthening observed. Shevelov (1964, 447) says that the lengthening is "customarily called compensatory": the facts could as well be covered by saying that vowels lengthen before word-final consonants. Carlton (1991, 217-219) and Sanders (2003, 60f) discuss reasons to doubt the compensatory
causality for Western Slavic. Whatever the initial trigger of the lengthening, Stieber (1973, §41) demonstrates that in 15th century Polish there was an active process in the language that lengthened vowels before word-final (voiced, see below) consonants: loans that were present then (but absent when yers were lost long before the 15th century) appear with a lengthened vowel, e.g. Adaam, 'Adam', staal 'steel', captuur 'hood', qhaan (modern spelling: chaan) 'khan'. Hence at least in Old Polish the position before a word-final consonant (not the loss of a following vowel) is responsible for lengthening.

Crucial for our purpose is that in Polish and Czech (but also Lower Sorbian and probably members of Lechitic other than Polish, i.e., Polabian and Kashubian), lengthening only occurred if the final consonant was either a voiced obstruent or a sonorant. The pattern may thus be described as under (3). Note that here and below data are restricted to the vowel o, which of all vowels is most inclined to undergo lengthening.4

\[(3)\ o > oo / -C_{\text{voice}}# \quad \text{where } C_{\text{voice}} = \text{sonorants and voiced obstruents}\]

Illustration for Old Czech is provided in (4) where lengthening occurs in bôh (before a voiced obstruent) and dôl (before a sonorant), but not in rok (before a voiceless obstruent).5 Note that R is shorthand for sonorants, D for voiced and T for voiceless obstruents.

---

4 The situation of this vowel is also easier to assess since (like e) it was always short in CS. Hence long o post-CS languages can only be the result of lengthening: there is no original long oo, which would have occurred before any consonant.

5 The Western Slavic situation is described by Pedersen (1905, 305) and Vondrák (1924, 309-320), Old Czech and its further development is discussed in Gebauer (1963 [1894], §502c), Hujer (1946, 93f), Komárek (1969, 73f, 1982, 30f) and Trávníček (1935, §§259-261), while the Old Polish pattern is presented in Stieber (1958, 17f, 1973, §38f), Klemensiewicz et al. (1964, 52f), Rospound (1979, 65ff) and Długosz-Kurczabowa & Dubisz (1993, 79ff). Glosses of the words mentioned, line by line: _D 'God', 'leg/foot', 'angle', 'nose', 'water', 'haystack/pile', 'vehicle', 'word', 'bean', 'possessive suffix', 'hunt', 'dative masc./neut. suffix', 'metal', 'birth/breed'. _R 'table', 'mountain', 'pine wood', 'courtyard', 'school', 'thunder', 'me (strong pronoun)', 'tree', 'house', 'quarry', 'salt', 'bell', 'ox', 'hunt', 'half', 'fight', 'dung'. _T 'year', 'pellet', 'step', 'flux.'
(4) Old Czech

Lengthening before word-final sonorants and voiced obstruents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternating Roots</th>
<th>Non-alternating Roots</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nsg masc.</td>
<td>Gpl fem./neut.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nsg</td>
<td>Gsg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>bóh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nóž</td>
<td>nož-ě</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vóz</td>
<td>voz-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poss. -óv</td>
<td>-ova</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dpl -óm</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>stól</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dvór</td>
<td>dvor-a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mój</td>
<td>moj-ě</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dóm</td>
<td>dom-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sól</td>
<td>sol-i</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vól</td>
<td>vol-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pól</td>
<td>pol-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hnój</td>
<td>hnoj-ě</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>rok</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brok</td>
<td>brok-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>krok</td>
<td>krok-u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tok</td>
<td>tok-u</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As was mentioned, the alternation is far from covering the entire lexicon in Old Czech. There are exceptional items both ways: those where the triggering environment is met but which do not show lengthening (*roh ~ roh-u, bob ~ bob-u, stoh ~ stoh-u, bor ~ bor-u*), and those where lengthening should not occur because the following sonorant or voiced obstruent is not word-final: *hróz*-'scare, creeps', *stvór-a*-'creature', *mór-a*-'moth', *smól-a*-'bad luck'. These cases are usually explained by analogy. Note that it is still true that the root-final consonant of the latter items is voiced: their Gpl forms *hróz, stvór, mór, smól* instantiate the context for lengthening, and the lengthened form may then have been lexicalized.⁶

---

⁶ It seems that there is only one word in Old Czech where lengthening occurs before a (word-final) voiceless obstruent: *póst ~ post-u* 'fasting Nsg, Gsg' (> modern Czech *půst ~ půst-u*).
The situation is about the same in Old Polish: the root vowel is lengthened before final voiced obstruents (but not before vowel-initial inflectional markers) for example in bóg ‘God’, bób ‘broad bean’, róg ‘horn’, nóż ‘knife’, wóz ‘car’, miód ‘honey’, wróg ‘enemy’, chłód ‘chill’, gród ‘borough’, żłób ‘manger’ and final sonorants as in dół ‘pit’, stół ‘table’, sól ‘salt’, dwór ‘court’, mój ‘me (strong pronoun)’, król ‘king’, tchórz ‘polecat’. When comparing Old Czech and Old Polish, the incomplete and unpredictable coverage of the lexicon is illustrated: the aforementioned Old Czech roh ~ roh-u, bob ~ bob-u should have lengthened but did not, while in Old Polish they did: róg ~ rog-u, bób ~ bob-u. On the other hand, Old Polish dom ~ dom-u should have lengthened but did not, but Old Czech displays regular dóm ~ dom-u.

Finally, note that Old Polish had (only) one nasal vowel, nasal o (written <ą>), which also underwent lengthening before word-final sonorants and voiced obstruents, as for instance in zaq̌a ~ zaq-u ‘tooth Nsg, Gsg’ (Stieber 1973, §35, Carlton 1991, 128f).

4.2 Further evolution in the modern languages

The developments shown in (5) below have occurred since Old Czech and Old Polish. They have further obscured the already irregular pattern, to the effect that the alternations in Modern Czech and Modern Polish are entirely unpredictable and lexicalized. Since Old Czech and Old Polish, analogy has worked in both ways, levelling out alternations where they are rightful (for example in Gpl forms in Czech: OCz vod-a ~ vód ‘water Nsg, Gpl’ > MCz vod-a ~ vod) and creating them where they have no etymological grounds (e.g., before voiceless consonants in Polish as in sobot-a ~ sobót ‘Saturday Nsg, Gpl’, powrót ~ powrot-u ‘return Nsg, Gsg’ etc.).

The modern situation with all its ins and outs is described by Bethin (1979, 253f, 259), Gussmann (1980, 53f, 113ff, 2007, 261ff), Szpyra (1989, 160ff, 1992, 288ff) and Grzegorczykowa (1999, 114ff) for Polish and by Trávníček (1951, §12) for Czech.7

Developments since Old Czech / Old Polish

1. final devoicing
   Czech: nůž [nɔɔʒ] > nůž [nɔɔʃ]
   Polish: nóż [nɔɔʒ] > nóż [nɔɔʃ]

2. raising oo > uu
   Czech: nůž [nɔɔʃ] > nuž [nuuʃ]
   Polish: nóż [nɔɔʃ] > nóż [nuuʃ]

3. short ą > ę
   Czech: –
   Polish: ząb-u > zęb-u

In addition, Polish has lost distinctive vowel length. In Czech where vowel length is still distinctive today, [ɔ] thus alternates with [u] (spelt <ů>): nůž [nuuʃ] ~ nóż-e [nɔzɛ]. In Polish, since length was lost it is only because of the raising oo > uu that the alternation is still visible: long [ɔ] is [u] today (spelt <ó>), while short [ɔ] is unchanged, to the effect that nôž [nuʃ] alternates with nož-a [nɔzə]. The same goes for the nasal vowels: the short-long contrast is only preserved because the short nasal vowel became front. As a result, the alternation type ząb [zɔmp] ~ zęb-u [zembu] 'tooth Nsg, Gsg' occurs.

Note that in both languages final devoicing has obliterated the surface trigger: final voiced obstruents are no longer voiced on the surface. Hence a phonetic account based on surface voicing is out of the question. It is also ruled out since in the modern languages the alternation involves a category change: o and u/uu are different phonemes (unlike the original short-long distinction).

Category changes in the modern languages can thus only be due to phonological patterning. But even in Old Czech and Old Polish, the unpredictable lexical idiosyncrasy strongly suggests that the alternation was always lexicalized, from day one: a process like (3) was never carried out by phonological computation. Rather, phonetic length was phonologized through a modification of the lexical entry (restructuring). Synchronic alternations in inflectional paradigms (in the old and modern languages) are then the result of the introduction of vowel length just in the form where it occurred (Nsg and Gpl) without this affecting other forms. In other words, there was no common underlier anymore in these cases, but rather two allomorphs. Table (6) below contrasts an instance of this restructuring (bůh ‘God’) with a

---

word where phonetic length was not lexicalized (roh 'angle')

(6) Genesis of lexical idiosyncrasy in Old Czech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic length</th>
<th>Lexicalized</th>
<th>Phonetic length</th>
<th>Not lexicalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nsg</td>
<td>/bog/ → boog</td>
<td>/rog/ → roog</td>
<td>/rog-u/ → rogu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gsg</td>
<td>/bog-a/ → boga</td>
<td>/rog/ → roog</td>
<td>/rog-u/ → rogu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Old Czech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic lengthening</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/boofi/ → booh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/bofi-a/ → boha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/rofi/ → rooh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/rofi-u/ → rofu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Final devoicing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic length</th>
<th>Lexicalized</th>
<th>Phonetic length</th>
<th>Not lexicalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nsg</td>
<td>/boofi/ → booh</td>
<td>/rofi/ → rooh</td>
<td>/rofi-u/ → rofu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gsg</td>
<td>/bofi-a/ → boha</td>
<td>/rofi/ → roox</td>
<td>/rofi-u/ → rofu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Raising oo → uu

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic length</th>
<th>Lexicalized</th>
<th>Phonetic length</th>
<th>Not lexicalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nsg</td>
<td>/buooi/ → buux</td>
<td>/rofi-a/ → boha</td>
<td>/rofi-u/ → rofu</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Mod. Czech

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phonetic length</th>
<th>Lexicalized</th>
<th>Phonetic length</th>
<th>Not lexicalized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nsg</td>
<td>bůh [buux]</td>
<td>boha [bɔɦa]</td>
<td>roh [rɔx]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gsg</td>
<td></td>
<td>rohu [rɔɦu]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Given this situation, the modern alternations are lexicalized, i.e., managed by allomorphy (or suppletion): two lexical items are associated to the meaning ‘God’ in Modern Czech: /buooi/ and /bofi/. The former is selected in Nsg and Asg contexts, while the latter appears elsewhere. On the other hand, there is just one lexical item associated to ‘angle’: /rofi/.

4.3 A once regular phonological process?

While it would be hard to make a case for the modern situation being managed by a phonological or phonetic regularity, a phonological process such as that in (3) can be argued to have existed when the alternation was originally innovated. Following the life cycle of phonological processes (Baudouin de Courtenay 1895, Vennemann 1972, Bermúdez-Otero 2015), the innovation of such a process is achieved by phonologizing an existing phonetic pattern. Given its phonetic origin, the phonological process is completely regular at first and may then acquire morphological and lexical conditions. On this perspective, the Old Czech and Old Polish situation represents an already advanced stage in the life of the original vowel lengthening where alternations are lexicalized. As was mentioned above, the process is thought to have been innovated in late Common Slavic.

\* Note that there is no phonetic length due to following word-final voiced consonants left in the modern language since it was either phonologized and now is a long /uu/, or undone by final devoicing: the stem-final consonant of roh is still underlyingly voiced, but voiceless on the surface in roh [rɔx]. If the workings of the modern phonetics resembled the original state of affairs, surface length should still be present before stem-final sonorants (which do not undergo final devoicing) in words like výbor ~ výbor-u where phonetic length was not lexicalized.
where according to the life cycle perspective it would have been regular and phonological in kind.

This scenario takes for granted that the rule under (3) is a possible phonological process. Its critical ingredient is the reference to the voicing of sonorants. If sonorant and vowel voicing are never phonologically active and hence cannot be manipulated by phonological computation, (3) is not a possible phonological process and the Old Czech / Old Polish pattern that was already fully lexicalized needs to be accounted for by a different scenario.

The alternative analysis builds on a regular phonetic pattern where vowels are lengthened before word-final sonorants and voiced obstruents. It is shown in section 7.3 that the phonetics is indeed able to generate such a pattern where vowels are lengthened more before word-final sonorants and voiced obstruents than they are before these consonants elsewhere: this situation is documented for contemporary English. This phonetic pattern is then phonologized, albeit not in terms of phonological computation but rather directly into the lexical entries of morphemes. That is, original /boɦ/ was pronounced [booɦ] in Nsg but [boɦ-ɑ] in Gsg/Asg and all other inflected forms. The lengthened phonetic form was then lexicalized as /booɦ/ in Nsg, while the unlengthened /boɦ/ continued to be associated to other inflected forms. Hence the split of the single underlier into two allomorphs, /booɦ/ and /boɦ/ (see section 4.2). A suggestion regarding the factors that provoked the lexicalization of phonetic length in some lexical items but not in others comes from the list of words that phonologized phonetic length: looking at the 20 remaining roots in Modern Czech (see footnote 8) or at the Old Czech situation in (4), the words strikingly belong to something that may be called ‘basic’ vocabulary. That is, words like ‘God’, ‘knife’, ‘table’, ‘house’, ‘ox’ and ‘court’ phonologized length, while ‘angle’, ‘bell’, ‘hunt’, ‘metal’ or ‘haystack’ did not. This tendency hints at frequency as a relevant factor.

Once the phonetic length was transformed into a phonological object in lexical entries, further evolution and phonological processes applied to the respective lexical representations: /booɦ/ became /buuɦ/ when raising affected long oo, while /boɦ/ was not affected. The erratic lexical coverage of the alternations is due to the fact that the lexicalization of the phonetically lengthened vowel was not general but rather implemented on a case-by-case basis: it occurred for /boɦ/ (becoming /booɦ/), but not for /roɦ/ which was also pronounced [roofi], but remained /roɦ/. Morpheme-specific (and hence erratic) lexicalization of a phonetic pattern thus directly produces the lexical idiosyncrasy that is found in all attested stages of the languages at hand. The alternative phonologization in terms of phonological computation
creates regularity that will have to be made irregular according to the standard aging process of phonological rules (as per the life cycle of phonological processes).

5 Vowel lengthening before voiced obstruents and sonorants in German strong verbs

Germanic strong verbs are traditionally classified according to Grimm’s ablaut classes that are based on the original IE root-final consonant. The root vowel of class 1 is followed by yod, class 2 is w-final, roots of class 3 end in LC or NC (German *binden, bergen*), simple liquids or nasals follow the root vowel in class 4 (German *stehlen*), and class 5 feature obstruents (German *liegen*). Of interest here is the fact that classes 1 and 2 fall into two subclasses each, as shown in (7) below for German (the record is exhaustive).

(7) German ablaut classes 1 and 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>class</th>
<th>root vowel</th>
<th>stem-final C</th>
<th>members</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 a</td>
<td>aj</td>
<td>i</td>
<td>_T</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>i</td>
<td><strong>sich</strong> befleiß<em>en</em>, beiß<em>en</em>, bleichen, gleichen, gleiten, greifen, kneifen, kreischen, pfeifen, reißen, reiten, scheißen, schleichen, schleifen, schleiß<em>en</em>, schmeißen, schreiten, spießen, streichen, streiten, weichen**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ii</td>
<td>_D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 a</td>
<td>aw / ii</td>
<td>o (oo)</td>
<td>_D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>schmei<em>en</em>,</strong> <strong>saufen, fließen, genießen, gießen, kriech<em>en</em>, riech<em>en</em>, schießen, schleiß<em>en</em>, sprießen, trießen, verdrießen</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>_R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b ii</td>
<td>/ yy / oo</td>
<td>oo oo</td>
<td>_D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>_R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subclasses are defined by the length of the root vowel in the preterite and the past participle: short i and o are characteristic for classes 1a and 2a, respectively, while long ii and oo are characteristic of classes 1b and 2b, respectively. Hence *gleiten ~ gl[ɪ]tt ~ ge[ɪ]l[ɪ]tten* (1a), *saufen ~ s[ʊ]ff ~ ges[ʊ]ffen* (2a), but *bleiben ~ bl[ɪ]b ~ geb[l][ɪ][b]en* (1b), *biegen ~ b[ʊo]g ~ geb[ʊo]gen* (2b). As may be seen, short root vowels in the preterite and past participle (1a, 2a) are followed by voiceless
obstruents, while long root vowels (1b, 2b) precede voiced obstruents and sonorants.\textsuperscript{10}

We are therefore facing the same distribution as in the Western Slavic pattern: long vowels go along with following sonorants and voiced obstruents, while short vowels are followed by voiceless obstruents.

6 English

6.1 Distribution of extra length

In English, vowels are lengthened before sonorants and voiced obstruents. English has short and long (or tense and lax) vowels, which are both significantly longer phonetically when occurring before sonorants and voiced obstruents. That is, short vowels are longer and long vowels are extra-long in this context. This is shown under (8) below (data are adapted from Pöchtrager 2006, 18) where phonemic length is indicated by repeating the vowel, while extra length is marked by ‘ː’.

(8) English: phonetic lengthening of short and long vowels

\begin{tabular}{llllll}
short (lax) vowels & \\
\_T & \_D, R & long (tense) vowels & \\
\_T & \_D, R & \\
\_p,b & rip & rip & rib & riːb & loopt & luup & lube & luːb \\
\_f,v & stiff & stif & live & liːv & leaf & liif & leave & liːv \\
\_t,d & bit & bit & bid & biːd & beat & biit & bead & biːd \\
\_k,g & sick & sik & big & biːg & beak & biik & league & liːɡ \\
\_s,z & hiss & his & his & hiːz & \(a\) use & juus & (to) use & juuːz \\
\_n & bin & biːn & & & bean & biːn & & \\
\_m & dim & diːm & & & deem & diːm & & \\
\_l & bill & biːl & & & peel & piːl & & \\
\end{tabular}

The phonetic literature provides extensive study and description of the phenomenon: among many others, see Rositzke (1939), Peterson & Lehiste (1960), House (1961), Raphael (1972), Laeufer (1992), van

\textsuperscript{10}Leiden \(l\)[t]t \~ gen[l]tten, schneiden \~ schn[l]tten and sieden \~ s[ə]t \~ ges[n]tten have a short vowel in the preterite / participle and should therefore display a voiceless root-final consonant. This is not the case in present tense where \(d\) occurs, which then however appears as \(t\) in the preterite and the participle. Therefore these three items are in fact regular from the point of view of the two ablaut degrees that produce the vowel length contrast: their stem-final \(t\) induces shortness. The three verbs at hand are the only ones whose stem-final consonant displays different voice values across ablaut degrees.
Santen (1992), Gonet & Stadnicka (2006). The effect of sonorants and voiced obstruents on preceding vowel length is documented throughout, although this is not the only factor: morpho-syntactic divisions, place and manner of articulation also play a role (Peterson & Lehiste 1960, Klatt 1973, Crystal & House 1988).

6.2 (Canadian) raising: shortening instead of lengthening, phonological rather than phonetic?

The regular interpretation is that the phenomenon is phonetic in kind, and lengthens vowels before sonorants and voiced obstruents. House (1961) introduces the idea that the conditioning is the reverse: he interprets the process as a shortening before voiceless obstruents. Since shortening is associated to phonology but the phenomenon at hand is considered phonetic in kind, in the 1980s UCL phoneticians coined the term 'pre-fortis clipping' for the process at hand, as John Wells explains on his blog (Wells 2010).

A question to ask regarding the shortening perspective is where the extra length that is supposed to be clipped comes from in the first place. Stress is an obvious candidate: only stressed vowels show voice-induced modulations of duration. That is, stress lengthens vowels (a universal phonetic effect), and this extra length is then inhibited by a following voiceless obstruent.

Based, on the clipping analysis, Bermúdez-Otero (2014) goes one step further, arguing that the process is phonological in kind, rather than phonetic. His arguments are not based on the actual differences in vowel duration, though, but on a secondary effect thereof that is observed in a number of varieties of English where the diphthong ai is raised to ā before voiceless obstruents. The most well-known case in the literature is found in Ontario and known as Canadian Raising (Chambers 1973, 2006). Hence ride is pronounced r[ai]de, but write appears as wr[ai]te. Infamously, Canadian Raising (and all other varieties that exhibit this kind of raising, as Bermúdez-Otero 2014 reports) interacts opaquely with t-flapping whereby flapping counterbleeds raising.11 Hence in writer the t first raises the preceding vowel to ā and then undergoes flapping, resulting in wr[air]er. Rider on the other hand also undergoes flapping, but not raising, and therefore appears as r[ar]er. The argument made by Bermúdez-Otero (2014), then, is that

11 Joos (1942) has aired the description of a ‘dialect B’ of Canadian English where the interaction is transparent, i.e. the rule order reversed. This was then taken to be the crucial argument for extrinsic rule ordering by Bromberger & Halle (1989), but unfortunately dialect B has never actually existed (Kaye 1990).
raising, and hence the influence of voiceless obstruents on the preceding vowel through pre-fortis clipping, must be phonological in kind since it opaquely interacts with t-flapping, which no doubt is phonological. That is, a phonological process (t-flapping) has no access to phonetic information (in a modular environment) and therefore could not possibly be conditioned by pre-fortis clipping if clipping were phonetic in kind.

Another argument made by Bermúdez-Otero (2014) is the fact that raising is categorical, rather than gradient, and hence belongs to the realm of phonology. Finally, a third argument concerns the impact of morphological effects on raising, which according to Bermúdez-Otero’s view can occur only in the phonology. Relevant contexts are shown in (9) below (from Bermúdez-Otero 2014).

(9) Contexts for Canadian Raising

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>word</th>
<th>raising?</th>
<th>pronunciation</th>
<th>T belongs to</th>
<th>diphthong stressed?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. cite</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>c[ai]t</td>
<td>the same morpheme</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cycle</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>c[ai]cle</td>
<td>the same morpheme</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nitrate</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>n[ai]trate</td>
<td>the same morpheme</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. citation</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>c[ai]tation</td>
<td>the same morpheme</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. éye-ful</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>[ai]e-ful</td>
<td>a different morpheme</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. tie shop</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>t[ai]e shop</td>
<td>a different morpheme</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Bermúdez-Otero concludes that raising is a stem-level (i.e. class 1) process since it does not apply when the voiceless obstruent belongs to a word-level suffix (i.e., class 2, éye-ful) or across word boundaries (tie shop). What is missing in the data, though, is a case where the following voiceless obstruent belongs to a stem-level affix. According to Bermúdez-Otero’s analysis, raising should apply in this context, which however will be hard or impossible to come by since relevant words need to involve a diphthong-final stem followed by a T-initial class 1 affix. Unfortunately, though, class 1 affixes are all vowel-initial.

6.3 Phonetic influence of voicing, phonologization of the result, then phonological raising

There is an alternative empirical generalization prompted by the data in (9), however, which is much simpler and does not involve affix classes. That is, raising occurs only when two conditions are met: the T following the diphthong must belong to the same morpheme, and the
diphthong must be stressed. If either condition is not fulfilled, raising does not occur.

What that means is that there is no morphological conditioning: setting stress aside for the time being, the only conditioning factor is tautomorphematicity of the diphthong and the T. In other words, raising may be simply recorded in the lexicon: the lexical representation of each morpheme contains the information that qualifies for raising. Morpho-syntactic structure created during the actual derivation is then entirely transparent. Hence the stem write is recorded as /raɪ xt/ while the lexical representation of ride is /raid/: subscript x in the former denotes the lexical property of the diphthong that will cause raising, on which more below.

The only factor that conditions raising and is absent from the lexicon, then, is stress. There can be no doubt that stress is phonological in kind, and hence that raising occurs in the phonology. But this does not mean that the bearing of consonant voicing on the diphthong (whether lengthening or shortening) is also a phonological process. The gist of Bermúdez-Otero’s (2014) analysis is the insight that pre-fortis clipping and raising are two distinct processes: first pre-fortis clipping shortens the diphthong (at the stem level cycle), then there is context-free raising of all and only those diphthongs that have been clipped. On this analysis, clipping opaquely interacts with t-flapping, but the raising process itself is entirely transparent (and context-free).

Bermúdez-Otero holds that both processes, clipping and raising, are phonological in kind. This is not the only option, though: clipping may be phonetic, while raising may occur in the phonology and only targets stressed diphthongs. Bermúdez-Otero reports that the phonetic literature has identified a phonetic precursor of raising: so-called offglide peripheralization, which occurs in all varieties investigated that have raising (Thomas 2000, Moreton & Thomas 2007). This process is gradient and hence attributed to the phonetics: it turns the (diachronically) original [ai] into [ai] before voiceless obstruents. The derivation of write is thus wr[ai]t → wr[ai]t → wr[ai]t. The bearing of voicing on the diphthong is thus phonetic in kind, not phonological. The result may then be phonologized through lexicalization, so that the underlying representation that enters a phonological derivation contains [ai] before voiceless obstruents (write is /raɪ t/), but [ai] when followed by sonorants and voiced obstruents (ride is /raɪ d/). Offglide peripheralization thus produces the subscript x in the above /raɪ xt/, which is lexicalized. Phonological computation then operates raising through a process that turns stressed ai into ai. This scenario is depicted under (10) below.
Recall that there is no morpho-syntactic factor that conditions raising: stress is the only conditioning property that is not recorded in the lexicon. Hence both cite and citation are recorded with an /ɑi/ in the lexicon, but only the diphthong of cite will be raised: in citation it is not stressed.

As a result, raising itself is a phonological process, but the operation that alters the vowel quality according to the voicing of the following consonant is not: documented evidence from offglide peripheralization shows that it is a truly phonetic effect. The opaque interaction of raising and t-flapping then occurs in the phonology, and raising is categorical because it is phonological in kind.

Note that this analysis parallels the Slavic pattern in that the effect of the phonetic voice-induced modification of the vowel only becomes really visible when it is phonologized, i.e., enters the lexical recording of morphemes and is then further manipulated by a phonological process. This process is actually raising in both cases: oo → uu (and ą → ź) in Slavic, stressed ai → āi in English.

Given the analysis in (10), the initial chicken-and-egg question is posed anew: is the active phonetic agent voicing or voicelessness? Are we facing lengthening before sonorants and voiced obstruents, or shortening (clipping) before voiceless obstruents? In the English case, the scenario based on lengthening holds that there is a general (context-free) process of offglide peripheralization that was inhibited before sonorants and voiced obstruents. On the assumption of shortening, offglide peripheralization is caused by voiceless obstruents.

The discussion of the cross-linguistic situation in section 7 will speak to this issue.

### 6.4 Unwarranted consequences if voicing affects vowels in the phonology

If not only raising but also voice-induced vowel modification is phonological, four distinct phonological objects must be recognized:
short/lax vowels with and without extra length and long/tense vowels with and without extra length. This is embarrassing since of course there is no four-way contrast in vowel length in natural language. Hence the basic distinction could be tense vs. lax (rather than long vs. short), meaning that both types of vowels are associated to one single x-slot (or mora or whatever other unit of syllabic space). Extra length then is the result of the insertion of another x-slot which produces the four categories tense long, tense short, lax long and lax short. This scenario thus implements lengthening. If on the other hand shortening (pre-fortis clipping) is to be represented, one would need to assume that all vowels are long in English and lose an x-slot when followed by a voiceless obstruent.

In both cases, the causality is quite outlandish: the feature [spread glottis] (or whatever prime representing voicing is used) will have to either give birth to or eliminate an x-slot. In the case of lengthening before sonorants and voiced obstruents, the questionable specification of sonorants for phonologically active voicing is needed on top of that. On the assumption of shortening (pre-fortis clipping), this issue does not arise: only a regular phonological prime responsible for voicelessness in obstruents is needed. English being an aspiration language (see section 3), [spread glottis] is present in voiceless obstruents and can be said to be responsible for the insertion of an x-slot in the phonology.

Transforming voicing into an x-slot or having it eliminate one does not look like anything phonology should or could do, however. But still the four categories have to be somehow represented if the process is phonological. Bermúdez-Otero (2014) proposes that voiceless obstruents are linked to the preceding vowel, as in (11) below.

```
(11)    bid    bit    bead    beat
       x x    x x    x x x    x x x
      | |      \   \    \ \    \ \ |
     i d    i t    i d    i t
```

The effect of a consonant being linked to a vocalic constituent is then to shorten the vowel that is attached to this constituent. Bermúdez-Otero calls this durational trade-off, but it is not clear which duration is traded against which other duration: phonological voicelessness has nothing to do with any duration that could be traded. Also, it is not clear what it means for a consonant to be linked to a nucleus: a basic autosegmental principle is that consonanthood and vowelhood are not specified in the melodic makeup of segments (as was the case in SPE), but rather follow from their syllabic affiliation. That is, a set of melodic primes is
pronounced as a vowel when associated to a nucleus, but as a consonant when occurring in an onset/coda.

Facing this impossibility to phonologically represent the voice-to-length causality with standard tools, Pöchtrager (2006) and Pöchtrager & Kaye (2013) take a more radical step. Like Bermúdez-Otero, they consider that voice-induced length is phonological in kind. The English pattern is a central motivation for the new representational theory they introduce, GP2.0 (an outgrowth of Government Phonology). This approach does away with the melodic representation of voicing, precisely in order to make its interaction with segmental length viable: if voicing is able to cause modifications of length, and if length is a matter of the number of x-slots a unit is attached to, then the phonological identity of voicing must itself be cast in terms of x-slots. Hence in their system voiced obstruents are phonologically short (one x-slot), while voiceless obstruents are long (two x-slots). A VC stretch then represents three x-slots, to the effect that there is only one left for the V before voiceless obstruents, while the vowel may occupy two x-slots before voiced obstruents. This perspective where the V and the C compete for a piece of duration also has a phonetic version: “a longer intervening consonant must ‘borrow’ duration from the preceding vowel” (Maddieson 1996, 165). On Pöchtrager & Kaye’s analysis, the phonetic pattern is transferred into the phonology.12

This all shows that accommodating voice-induced vowel length in the phonology comes at a significant cost that is not incurred if it is phonetic in kind, as suggested above.

7 Cross-linguistic generalizations and phonologization

7.1 Generalizations, Laryngeal Realism and the lengthening vs. shortening question

The longer duration of vowels before voiced obstruents and sonorants, as compared to voiceless items, is a massive cross-linguistic generalization.13 It is therefore held to be universal, i.e., the result of

---

12 A consequence of this move is that x-slots are quite different from what phonologists usually refer to as timing units: voiceless obstruents are ‘geminates’ and phonetically lengthened vowels that are phonemically short occupy two units (just like phonemically long vowels that receive no phonetic extra length), while their phonemically long congeners encompass 3 slots.

speech production (which is referred to as mechanical, automatic, physiological or inherent to articulation: Delattre 1962, Chen 1970, Maddieson 1996, 164f, 1999). It is often mentioned that the difference in vowel length before voiced and voiceless consonants is greater in English than in other languages, and there is debate whether the pattern is truly universal: Mitleb (1984) and Keating (1979) found that there is no effect in Jordanian Arabic and Polish/Czech, respectively.

Whether universal or not, whether learned during L1 acquisition or a mechanical consequence of speech production, and whatever the cause of the pattern (Maddieson 1996, 164ff, 1999 reviews relevant positions), it is undisputed that there is a correlation between vowel duration and the voicing of following consonants. Specifically, the three generalizations under (12) are of interest.

(12) Generalizations regarding voice-induced variation of vowel duration

a. Extra duration goes with voicing, not with voicelessness
   If anything, vowel duration is greater before voiced than before voiceless consonants. The reverse pattern whereby vowels are longer before voiceless than before voiced consonants is unheard of.

b. Sonorants always side with voiced obstruents
   In all cases that I have come across in the literature, extra duration occurs before voiced obstruents and sonorants. There are no instances where extra length is found before voiced obstruents, but not before sonorants. Note that studies sometimes talk about ‘voiced consonants’ without making explicit whether sonorants are included or not.

c. Directionality
   The literature only reports cases where vowel duration is increased due to a following sonorant or voiced obstruent. Cases where the voicing of preceding consonants impact the duration of vowels do not seem to be on record (Peterson & Lehiste 1960).

Unlike Cracow voicing, the Western Slavic and the German case where the voicing of sonorants and voiced obstruents is category-changing, it is merely phonetic in English. That is, in Cracow voicing, sonorants and voiced obstruents turn a preceding voiceless into a voiced obstruent (in a system where obstruent voicing is distinctive), and in the Western Slavic and German patterns they transform a short into a long vowel (the difference being phonemic, in Western Slavic at least since oo raised to uu). By contrast, the modification of the preceding vowel in English is category-neutral: the phonetic duration of short and long vowels is manipulated, but short vowels remain
phonemically short and long vowels continue to be long. The same goes for (Canadian) raising: the original and raised diphthongs are not contrastive.

The cross-linguistic record also speaks to the question whether (in English) sonorants and voiced obstruents cause lengthening, or rather voiceless obstruents trigger shortening. The observation is that voice-induced vowel length modification occurs in voicing as much as in aspiration languages (see section 3): Chen (1970) for example reports relevant data regarding Russian and French (voicing languages) and English (aspiration language). If voicing modifies vowel length in the phonology, voicing languages which possess only [voice] (or L) cannot possibly implement shortening (pre-fortis clipping) since this supposes that [spread glottis] (or H) causes shortening — but there is no such prime in the language. Aspiration languages on the other hand cannot feature lengthening since the prime that is responsible for voicing, [voice] (or L), is absent.

Hence if voice-induced vowel duration modification is assumed to be phonological, there need in fact to be two distinct processes: voicing languages must have lengthening, while aspiration languages implement shortening. In addition, sonorants must bear a phonologically active voicing prime in the former, which is odd anyway.

By contrast, if vowel duration is modified by phonetic voicing, there is no need to duplicate the process: voice-induced duration modification may follow the same mechanism in all languages. The issue regarding the voicing of sonorants also disappears since the phonetic voicing of sonorants will always be phonologically inactive. Finally, the shortening perspective (pre-fortis clipping) can safely be discarded. Recall that it supposes some independent source of extra length that is distributed to all vowels, whose implementation before voiceless consonants is inhibited. In the English case, a candidate for the origin of this extra length is stress. It is not the case, though, that vowels which are subject to voicing-induced duration modification are stressed in all languages. In absence of an independent source of ‘spontaneous’ lengthening, the shortening perspective is not viable, however.

The bottom line of all this is that the shortening scenario appears to be riddled with issues, while the analysis based on lengthening may be applied to all languages, provided lengthening is phonetic in kind. And Laryngeal Realism provides strong evidence in favour of lengthening before sonorants and voiced obstruents if the effect of voicing on preceding vowels indeed occurs in the phonetics: there is passive voicing, but there is no passive devoicing (see section 3). That is, in aspiration languages, obstruents which are phonologically unspecified
for voicing may acquire voicing from surrounding vowels and sonorants in the phonetics (passive voicing). The reverse process whereby neutral obstruents in voicing languages acquire voicelessness from surrounding voiceless obstruents (passive devoicing) is unheard of. Hence a perspective whereby the shortening of vowels before voiceless obstruents (pre-fortis clipping) occurs in the phonetics appears to be ruled out: the insight from Laryngeal Realism is that the voicing of voiceless obstruents does not affect neighbours (while the voicing of sonorants and vowels does).

7.2 Phonologization

The overall picture emerging from the preceding is that an increase in vowel duration caused by following sonorants and voiced obstruents in the phonetics was phonologized in Western Slavic, German and the varieties of English that implement diphthong raising, while those varieties of English where no raising occurs remain at the preceding diachronic stage where the phonetic pattern is not (yet) imported into the phonology. Phonologization in all cases at hand means that the lexical entry of morphemes was modified according to the phonetic pattern: such a modification occurred in Western Slavic, German and the raising varieties of English, while the non-raising varieties of English exhibit unmodified lexical representations. Once the phonetic difference is recorded in the lexicon, it may serve as the input for phonological processes (such as raising in Western Slavic or English).

Note that according to the labovian perspective on language change, speakers selectively phonologize phonetic variation present (and inherent) in the signal for the purpose of group recognition (e.g., Labov 1963, 2001). Also note that the fact that the same sound pattern or process can be phonetic in one language, but phonological in another language, is well documented (Cohn 1998).

7.3 What about the Western Slavic restriction to vowels before word-final consonants?

Finally, let us now come back to the Western Slavic pattern. Recall that it is not just the phonologized version of the situation encountered in non-raising varieties of English: being followed by a sonorant or voiced obstruent is a necessary condition for lengthening, but it only occurs, however, if the consonant at hand is also word-final. How could phonetic duration (provided by voiced consonants in all contexts) be selectively phonologized according to what looks like a typically phonological (or rather: morphological) condition, i.e., the right edge of the word? This seems to be something that phonetics cannot do and is
hence evidence for a stage where a phonologized version of the phonetic pattern as under (3) was active in phonological computation.

An observation by Klatt (1973, 1102) shows that this is not the case: the end of the word is a factor that does condition the phonetic pattern of English vowels. Klatt compared the duration of vowels in CVC (beat, stoop, glide, room) and CVCV(C) (beaten, stupid, gliding, rumour) items. He found that for each given consonant C, the preceding vowel in CVC,# was significantly longer than in CVC,V(C). He further reports that the difference in duration between vowels followed by word-final and internal consonants is significantly higher when the consonant is a sonorant or a voiced obstruent, as compared to voiceless obstruents. Hence the duration of the vowel in beaten is 97% of the duration of the vowel in beat, and this ratio goes down to 80% for the pair trashy ~ trash. But voiced consonants produce far lower ratios: the vowels in gliding and rumour make only 72% and 61% of the vowels in glide and room, respectively.

Hence English implements both conditions of the Western Slavic pattern in the phonetics: vowel duration is significantly higher before voiced consonants that are word-final, as compared to word-final voiceless consonants. Or, put differently, of all contexts, vowels have the highest duration before word-final voiced consonants. If the English pattern is indicative of the Western Slavic situation, what was phonologized in the latter is thus a simple phonetic pattern: only vowels with the highest duration were considered as long vowels and implemented as such in the lexicon.

This supports the above analysis where the process was never present in phonological computation of any diachronic stage: phonetic lengthening was phonologized in such a way that duration was recorded in the lexical entry of individual words. This lexicalization covered the lexicon in an arbitrary way and triggered an allomorphic management of ensuing alternations. This scenario skips the phonological computation stage of the canonical life cycle. It is based in the idea that spontaneous and non-spontaneous voicing are truly waterproof, i.e., that the voicing of sonorants and vowels is irrelevant and invisible for phonological computation.

8 Conclusion

If voice-induced lengthening is phonetic in kind, a prediction is made that a pattern where this process is triggered by voiced obstruents, but not by sonorants, cannot exist. This is because the voicing of voiced obstruents and the voicing of sonorants is indistinguishable in the phonetics. The distinction can only be made in the phonology. Hence for
such cases, should they exist, the phonetic perspective is refuted. If they are not on record despite the massive documentation of the phenomenon, though, strong evidence is provided in favour of the fact that voice-induced lengthening can only be phonetic in kind. It was mentioned in (12b) that no such cases seem to be reported in the literature.

This empirical situation contrasts with the one that is found for the other voice-induced process that was discussed: the assimilation of voiceless obstruents to the voicing of following vowels, sonorants and voiced obstruents, as in Cracow voicing. In this case there is an obvious and trivial version of the process where triggers are restricted to voiced obstruents. For example, the external sandhi voicing that occurs in Warsaw Polish is exactly like the one that was described for Cracow-Poznań, except that word-final voiceless obstruents only voice when followed by a voiced obstruent: vowels and sonorants have no effect. Beyond that, patterns where in a sequence of two obstruents the second imposes its voice value on the first (but where sonorants and vowels have no effect) are ubiquitous across languages.

Table (13) below summarizes the contrast at hand.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>trigger</th>
<th>sonorants and voiced obstruents</th>
<th>only voiced obstruents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. lengthening of a preceding vowel</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. voicing of a preceding voiceless obstruent</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the assumption that voice transmission occurs in the phonology, there is no reason why the set of triggers should not be able to be restricted to just voiced obstruents: we would expect languages where vowel lengthening occurs before voiced obstruents, but not before sonorants. Their absence in the case of voice-induced vowel lengthening (or at least the fact they are not as easy to come by as the parallel voice assimilation of obstruents), strongly suggests that voice-induced vowel lengthening is never phonological in kind. In fact, that it could not possibly be phonological.

On the other hand, if voice-induced vowel lengthening is only ever phonetic, the absence of cases where only voiced obstruents are triggers is predicted: in the phonetics any articulation that is produced with vibrating vocal folds counts as voiced, and phonetics is unable to distinguish subsets of these articulations. On this analysis, Cracow
voicing is also phonetic in kind, since again any surface voicing triggers the process. By contrast, regular voice assimilation among obstruents that is not triggered by sonorants (such as in Warsaw Polish) is phonological: only obstruents have phonologically active voicing and therefore only their voicing can be transmitted by a phonological process.

Unless one is ready to make the unreasonable assumption that voice-induced vowel lengthening and the Cracow-type assimilation of obstruents are entirely distinct processes that do not share anything, it follows that voice-induced vowel lengthening is also phonetic in kind. If one process that is triggered by the voicing of sonorants and voiced obstruents is demonstrably phonetic, so must be the other process that is triggered by the same items.

Note that the overall phonetic perspective on voice-induced vowel lengthening and the Cracow-type obstruent assimilation has the enjoyable consequence of making spontaneous and non-spontaneous voicing truly waterproof: sonorants and vowels are never phonologically specified for voicing, and the only way to carry their voicing into the phonology is through phonologization.

Finally, in cases like the non-raising varieties of English where the modification of vowels is not category-changing or exploited by a phonological process (such as raising), it is hard to see why one would want to locate the duration-producing mechanism in the phonology. The above argument regarding the absence of cases where only voiced obstruents trigger a process will need to be addressed, and sonorants will have to be phonologically specified for voice in a context where the phonetics does the entire job and we know that phonological categories are not involved. Also, the addition (or elimination/inhibition) of an extra phonological timing unit (x-slot, mora, CV unit etc.) provoked by a segmental property such as voicing is outlandish and certainly nothing that any phonological theory can do or will want to do. Except, of course, if voicing is removed from the segmental realm and represented in terms of length, as in GP2.0. This move comes at the costs mentioned and needs to be motivated, though: why should we duplicate in the phonology what phonetics gives us anyway? This is what Hale & Reiss (2000) call substance abuse.
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